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Abstract Privacy becomes a major concern for both consumers and enterprises; therefore many

research efforts have been devoted to the development of privacy preserving technology. The chal-

lenge in data privacy is to share the data while assuring the protection of personal information.

Data privacy includes assuring protection for both insider ad outsider threats even if the data is

published. Access control can help to protect the data from outsider threats. Access control is

defined as the process of mediating every request to resources and data maintained by a system

and determining whether the request should be granted or denied. This can be enforced by a

mechanism implementing regulations established by a security policy. In this paper, we present

privacy preserving data publishing model based on integration of CPBAC, MD-TRBAC, PBFW,

protection against database administrator technique inspired from oracle vault technique and

benefits of anonymization technique to protect data when being published using k-anonymity.

The proposed model meets the requirements of workflow and non-workflow system in enterprise

environment. It is based on the characteristics of the conditional purposes, conditional roles, tasks,

and policies. It guarantees the protection against insider threats such as database administrator.

Finally it assures needed protection in case of publishing the data.
� 2017 Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Many enterprises would collect customers’ data, such as per-
sonal information, financial or medical data in order to pro-
vide better service [1]. Since the occurrences of deceptive
crimes and sensitive personal information disclosure happened
frequently, privacy protection has been taken much attention

by companies, consumers, and researchers [1]. Victims may
receive annoying advertisements and reluctant marketing
tricks in addition to face the threat of life and property [2].

Because of these threats, individuals are becoming fright-
ened of sharing their businesses and transactions online, so
organizations are losing large amount of potential profits.
Therefore organizations pay attention to the management of

private data [2].
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A major requirement of any information management sys-
tem is to protect resources and data against unauthorized dis-
closure, called secrecy, and unauthorized or improper

modifications, called integrity, while at the same time ensuring
their availability to the users, means that no denial-of-service
occurs. Enforcing such protection requires that every access

to a system and its resources have to be under control and only
authorized access requests are granted. This process is called
access control [3].

Significant research efforts have been done toward achiev-
ing the perfect privacy preserving data publishing model.
Many different types of database access control models have
been developed to protect against outsider threats. Recent

research also has been conducted on the privacy protection
in the context of both workflow and non-workflow systems.
A workflow system is defined as the orchestration of a set of

activities involving coordinated execution of multiple tasks
done by different processing entities [4]. Workflow systems
guarantee the management of the flow of work such that the

work is done by the proper person at the right time. This
ensures a global integration between all the entities in the busi-
ness process framework. Workflow systems also support

resource allocation and dynamically adapt to workload
changes [5].

In this paper, we provide a solution for privacy preserva-
tion against insider and outsider threats. This solution assures

privacy in case the data are published. Our solution represents
integration in some existing privacy preserving models;
namely, (1) the CPRBAC access control model [6], (2) the

MD-TRBAC access control model [7], (3) the PBFW access
control model [8], some concepts from oracle vault technique
[9], and (4) k-anonymity [10]. This integration would result

in the benefits of these protection techniques. Therefore, the
proposed privacy preserving data publishing model would
inherit, from CPRBAC [6], the role-based access control and

the task-based access control. It would also support workflow
systems, as MD-TRBAC [7], and would have access control
policies to enhance user privacy, as in PBFW [8]. It guarantees
the protection against insider threats by adopting some con-

cepts from oracle vault technique [9]. The model also would
guarantee, from k-anonymity [10], that the individuals who
are the subjects of the data cannot be re-identified while the

data remain practically useful when the data are published.
The model meets the particular requirement of the workflow
systems such as the notion of a task life cycle, the dynamic

access control, the separation of duty principle [11], and active
permission assignment. In addition the new model adapts the
notion of conditional purpose [6] which provides more reliable
data management because more information can be extracted

while assuring the user’s privacy.

2. Related work

Several works have been done toward privacy protection tech-
nology. Enterprises have to develop a secure privacy protec-
tion model that ensures accessing the customers’ data while

at the same time assuring privacy for their sensitive data.
Role-based access control (RBAC) [12] has been widely

used in database management systems and operating systems

products because of its significant impact on access control
systems. Following RBAC, Task-based access control (TBAC)
[13] mainly focused on task-oriented perspective; therefore it
approaches security modeling and enforcement at the applica-
tion/enterprise level. A combination between RBAC and TBC,

called Task Role-based access control (TRBAC) [14], which
inherits the intuitionistic characteristic of RBAC model and
the dynamic characteristic of TBAC model, is considered good

step toward privacy protection access control models.
Purpose based access control (PBAC) [15] and conditional

purpose based access control (CPBAC) [16] are considered a

landmark toward privacy protection. The basic concept of
both models is purposes. Purposes [15] describe the intentions
for data collection and data access. Permissions are assigned
on the combination of conditional roles and purposes. Role

is defined as a job title or job function within the organization
associated with its authority. Roles are organized in a role
hierarchy to facilitate the administration tasks [15]. Purposes

support both positive and negative privacy policies. In both
models, purpose information associated with a given data ele-
ment specifies the intended use of the data element. An access

to a specific data item is allowed if the purposes allowed by pri-
vacy policies include or imply the purpose for accessing the
data. An intended purpose consists of three components:

Allowed Intended Purpose, Conditional Intended Purpose,
and Prohibited Intended Purpose [15]. This structure provides
greater flexibility to the access control model. Conditional pur-
pose allows users to use some data for certain purpose with

conditions [16]. More information from data providers can
be extracted while at the same time assuring privacy. This max-
imizes the usability of consumers’ data. The main drawback of

the model is that it has a static permission assignment which
means that the permission assignment process is not auto-
mated and does not change by the progression of a task. Per-

missions will in most cases manually be ‘‘turned on” too early
or too late and will probably remain ‘‘on” long after the tasks
have terminated. Another drawback is that there is no scope

for the permission inheritance in the role hierarchy means that
the parent role inherits total permissions from the child roles.
This leads to vulnerabilities in the system, as the data may be
misused [15,16].

Flexible Policy Based Access Control Model for Workflow
Management Systems (PBFWs) [8] presented a great approach
for enforcing privacy policy in workflow environments [8]. It

has authorization policies to support dynamic separation of
duty to prevent illegal data access [11]. The advantages of
RBAC [12] and TBAC [13] are adopted; therefore PBFW

meets the dynamic and flexible requirements, such as Separa-
tion of Duty policy (SoD), and dynamic access control that
meets the workflow needs [11]. Separation of duty means that
at least two different people are responsible for the completion

of a task or set of related tasks [11]. The purpose of this prin-
ciple is to discourage fraud by spreading the responsibility and
authority for an action or task over multiple people, thereby

raising the risk involved in committing a fraudulent act [11].
Also the model dynamically manages permissions as autho-
rizations progress to completion [8]. The main drawback of

the system is that it does not know the notion of the purposes
and conditional purposes, which cause more information loss
[8].

One of the remarkable contributions to the privacy protec-
tion is the Access Control Model Based on Multi-Role and
Task (MD-TRBAC) [7]. This model addresses some distinct
problems in the Conditional Purpose Dynamic Role-based
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access control model (CPRBAC) [6]. MD-TRBAC introduced
a new concept called permission inheritance scope. Permission
inheritance scope is an action scope between the user and the

assigned role [7]. MD-TRBC removes the role inheritance in
the traditional RBAC [12] and classifies the roles and tasks
according to the actual needs. Using the action scope ensures

the system security, and reduces the complexity of the access
policy. MD-TRBAC also uses dynamic permission manage-
ment; this means that when the user performs operations, his

permissions change dynamically. The major disadvantage
about the model is that it leads to information loss because
users are not allowed to get more information conditionally
[7].

To achieve basic properties of privacy preserving, the model
has to prevent the database administrator from accessing sen-
sitive data if he is unauthorized to. One of the primitive meth-

ods of preventing database administrator is activity
monitoring [17]. Real-time database activity monitoring can
be done, either by analyzing protocol traffic (SQL) over the

network, or by observing local database activity on each server
using software agents, or both. Analysis can be performed to
identify known exploits or policy breaches. This helps to build

a normal pattern used for detection of anomalous activity that
could be indicative of intrusion [17]. The main drawback for
this is that it requires complex analysis for that database
actions audit.

Another method for guaranteeing the protection against
database administrator is encryption [18]. This encryption
capability is designed into the application itself. Organizations

will not have to add another solution for encrypting data
across the network. By the time the database receives the data,
it has already been encrypted and then stored in the database

in this encrypted state. Communication from the client to the
application needs an additional solution for encryption pur-
poses. The major disadvantage of this scheme is that we should

have significant changes in both the application layer and the
database layer [18].

Oracle vault [9] can be considered one of most important
techniques for the protection against database administrator

unauthorized access. Oracle Database Vault restricts access
to specific areas in an Oracle database from any user, including
users who have administrative access. For example, adminis-

trative access to employee salaries, or other sensitive informa-
tion can be restricted. The main oracle vault components are:
realms, command roles, factors, rule sets and secure applica-

tion roles. Oracle Database Vault protects against insider
threats by using realms, factors, and command rules [9]. Com-
bined, these provide powerful security tools to help secure
access to databases and sensitive information. Rules and fac-

tors can be combined to control the conditions under which
commands in the database are allowed to execute, and to con-
trol access to data protected by a realm. For example, rules

and factors can be created to control access to data based on
IP addresses or the time of day. This can prevent unauthorized
access to the application data and access to the database by

unauthorized applications [9].
The privacy preserving model needs to guarantee privacy in

case the data are published to protect users’ sensitive data such

as medical or financial records. Among various approaches
addressing this issue, the k-anonymity model [19] has recently
drawn significant attention in the research community. In the
k-anonymity model [10], privacy protection is achieved by
ensuring that every record in a released dataset is indistin-
guishable from at least (k � 1) other records within the data-
set. Thus, every respondent included in the dataset

correspond to at least k records in a k-anonymous dataset,
and the risk of record identification is guaranteed to be at most
1/k. This means that the released data guarantees that the indi-

viduals who are the subjects of the data cannot be re-identified
while the data remain practically useful [19]. Many algorithms
are used to implement k-anonymity such as Datafly algorithm

[19], incognito algorithm [20] and Mondrian algorithm [21].
The aim of proposed model is to combine the advantage of

the most powerful access control models to achieve perfect
protection against inside and outside threats. The main con-

cern is to preserve privacy of individuals as well as extracting
more information and have an automated solution to meet
the workflow environment requirements. The proposed model

will combine the advantages of the CPBAC [6] model along
with the advantages of the PBFW [8] model and MD-
TRBAC [7] model. It will have a reliable data management

by using the conditional access purpose concept in addition
to achieving scalability and meeting the workflow environment
requirement. The proposed model will also provide, inspired

by Oracle vault [9] protection techniques, the needed protec-
tion against unauthorized access of the database administra-
tor. It will guarantee the privacy of the sensitive data by
integrating the advantages of the k-anonymity model [10]

(see Table 1).

3. Proposed access control model

In this section, we present our novel model, which is an
improved model that meets the particular requirements of
workflow and non-workflow system in enterprise environment.

It meets also requirements of protection against database
administrator unauthorized access as well as needed protection
in case of publishing the data. It is based on the characteristics

of the conditional purposes, conditional roles, tasks, and poli-
cies. The database Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD)
schema is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1. Features of the proposed privacy preserving model

The proposed model allows more information from data pro-
viders to be extracted while at the same time assuring privacy

that maximizes the usability of consumers’ data. The model
also provides protection against database administrator
(DBA) and necessary protection when the data is published.

The proposed model has the following features.

� The proposed model allows using data conditionally to release

certain information for certain purpose. This is done either
by removing field (for example: name or id) or through
generalization.

This information is then stored in the database along
with the collected data. Access to the data is tightly gov-
erned according to the data providers’ requirements.
Using the data conditionally, data providers feel more

comfortable to release their data. It allows more informa-
tion from data providers to be extracted while at the
same time assuring privacy that maximizes the usability

of customers’ data.



Table 1 Proposed model vs. state of the art models.

Features CPBAC MD-TRBAC PBFW Proposed model

Task dependency X U U U

Dynamic permission management X U U U

Using data conditionally U X X U

Dynamic separation of duty X X U U

Scope inheritance X U X U

Database administrator protection X X X U

Protection when publishing X X X U

Figure 1 Proposed access control model ERD.
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� The proposed model supports workflow and non-workflow

systems. The proposed model has an active security model,
which means that it has active runtime management of
tasks progression to completion and permissions assigned

to tasks.
� The proposed model enables automated Permission assign-

ment and revoking. The proposed model should allow grant-
ing, usage tracking, and revoking of permissions
automatically and coordinated with the progression of the

tasks. Without active authorization management, permis-
sions will in most cases be ‘‘turned on” too early or too late.
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� The proposed model supports domain inheritance not role

hierarchy inheritance. The proposed model removes role of
inheritance in the traditional model by using domains, clas-
sifies the roles and tasks according to the actual needs,

ensures the system security, and reduces the complexity of
the access policy. Domain inheritance means that roles
would inherit permissions from their domain, not from
their role hierarchy.

The proposed model uses Static and dynamic authorization.

The proposed model uses policies in static authorization
and dynamic authorization; also it applies the Separation

of Duty principle. Both Static Separation of Duty (SSD)
and Dynamic Separation of Duty (DSD) are enforced to
prevent information being misused and prevent fraudulent

activities [11].
� The proposed model supports non-centralized management.

Non-centralized management assigns permissions to multi-
ple managers to share permissions and simplify the work

task of permission management. Despite of having one
administrator responsible for permission assignment in the
parent role, each manager has a separate management

and must be familiar with the system and is qualified to
judge who needs information.

� The proposed model supports protection against database

administrator. The proposed model follows the techniques
used in oracle vault [9] to prevent database administrator
from accessing sensitive data. Oracle vault controls the

access to specific tables, relations or views in the database
from specific users even if these users have administrative
access. Inspired by the oracle vault technique, the proposed
model adds new domain for the administrator. A new role is

created and associated to this newly created domain. This
role will be assigned to administrative permissions only.
Not all permissions will be assigned to this role. Only per-

missions needed for the admin to accomplish his tasks will
be assigned to this domain. Moreover, Factors for the
administrator can be added to determine the IP address

which can access certain tables. Factors can help to restrict
administrative permissions in specific machines, networks
or places. This can help to prohibit fraud. Generally factors
are named variable or attribute that can be recognized and

secured such as IP address or session user [9]. Command
roles can be added and be assigned to the appropriate
domain for the database administrator if he is authorized

to control how users can execute almost any SQL state-
ment. Command role help to create new table or drop a
table. These permissions are usually assigned to the

administrator.
� The proposed model supports protection when data are pub-

lished. Integrating the proposed model with k-anonymity

[22] enables the data to be published safely. Users can
now participate with their sensitive data without being
afraid that once the data are published, their sensitive data
such as medical records or financial data are not going to be

exposed. The entities or tables which are supposed to be
published are stored in order to run the appropriate k-
anonymity algorithm. The algorithm will generalize

Quasi-identifier attributes so the sensitive information can
be published. Using Mondrian algorithm, all we need to
do is to specify the Quasi-identifier attributes and then the

algorithm will guarantee the data protection when the data
are published [2,23].
3.2. Proposed privacy preserving model definitions

� Privacy Preserving Data Publishing: Privacy Preserving
Data Publishing (PPDP) has become an area of interest

for researchers and practitioners. The objective of PPDP
techniques is to modify the data by making it less specific,
in such a way that the individuals’ privacy is protected. This

aims to retain the usefulness of the anonymized data. The
essence of PPDP is to produce datasets that have good util-
ity for a variety of tasks because usually all the potential
usage scenarios for the data are unknown at the time of

publication [19].
� Domain: Domain allows users to have the system boundary
access permissions and does not inherit all permission

according to their assigned roles. It allows inheriting only
permissions from roles inside their domains. Thus domain
provides a flexible way to divide thousands of objects.

The domain administrator can divide the domain according
to function responsibilities or object type. The main prob-
lem that domain solves is decentralized authority manage-

ment [14].
� Domain inheritance: Roles inside each domain have a hier-
archy. Domain inheritance means that roles would inherit
permissions from their domain, not from their role hierar-

chy [14].
� Separation of duty: Separation of Duty is a security prin-
ciple used to formulate multi-person control policies. It

requires that two or more different people be responsible
for the completion of a task or set of related tasks. The
purpose of this principle is to discourage fraud by spread-

ing the responsibility for an action or task over multiple
people. Thus raising the risk involved in committing a
fraudulent act by requiring the involvement of more than

one individual. Consider we need to implement the fol-
lowing tasks in a company; Task1 (Request promotion)
and Task2 (Approve promotion). According to SoD
[11], these two tasks could not be assigned to the same

role and user [8].
� Static and dynamic separation of duty: Compliance with sta-
tic separation requirements can be determined simply by the

assignment of individuals to roles. The more difficult case is
dynamic separation of duty where compliance with require-
ments can only be determined during system operation. The

objective behind dynamic separation of duty is to allow
more flexibility in operations [8].

3.3. Proposed privacy preserving data model

Fig. 1 shows the proposed data model satisfying the features
mentioned in 3.1. In this model, roles are assigned to domains

instances through ‘‘role_domain”. Each ‘‘role_domain” is
assigned to a conditional role. A workflow has some tasks,
and each task instance is assigned to both conditional roles

and purposes. Each purpose has a type. Access rights are asso-
ciated with conditional roles, tasks instances and purposes
instances through authorization policies. ‘‘Published_tables”

are used to specify which tables will be published and to indi-
cate the Quasi-identifiers for this table. Quasi-identifiers
(QIDs) are set of attributes used to re-identify the record such
as gender, data of birth or ZIP code.
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The data model entities are:

� Role: Role is a job within organization associated with its

responsibility. For example, in faculty organization we
may have professor role, TA role and secretary role.

� Session: It is defined as the mapping between the user and

the activated subset of the roles the user assigned to.
� User: User refers to object which can access the computer
data and resource. It maybe person or application program.

� Conditional_Role: It refers to conditions on roles, like sys-
tem conditions.

� Domain: Domains are system boundary access permission
or roles-scope.

� System Attribute: It refers to system condition on roles. For
example, roles may be activated only in a specific time inter-
val, or activated for users only logged in from specific

machines.
� Task: Tasks are activities or business processes.
� Workflow: It is a group of some business processes.

� Task Instance: It is a dynamic concept in workflow system.
It is defined as an instance of operational task or task exe-
cution. Each task includes five statuses: static status, active

status, suspended status, termination status, and failed sta-
tus [7].

� Object: It refers to database objects like database tables,
table columns, and table rows.

� Operation: there are many different database operations
like query, add, delete, modify, and so on.

� Purpose: Purpose refers to the reason for accessing data. As

mentioned before purpose can be divided into intended pur-
pose and access purpose. Intended purpose, in turn, can be
divided into allowed intended purpose or prohibited

intended purpose.
� Purpose Type: It can be ‘‘allowed intended purpose”, ‘‘pro-
hibited intended purpose”, or ‘‘conditional intended

purpose”.
� Authorization Policies: They are the restrictions by the sys-
tem. For instance, approving write-offs roles should not be
assigned to the same user.

� CRTPP: This represents a mapping between conditional
role, permissions, authorization policy, purpose instance
and task instance.

� Purpose instance: the combination of the purpose and its
type.

� Permission: it will grant or deny one or more data in com-

puter system by some way in the range of user access
permissions.

� Role_domain: It is a combination between of the roles and
the domains.

� Published_tables: This is used to list the tables, along with
the Quasi-identifiers used in this table, that need to satisfy
k-anonymity when the data is published.

The following table shows a comparison among the pro-
posed model and state of the art models.

3.4. How proposed model achieves these features

SQL queries illustrated below are considered proof of concepts

for the model. These can be optimized in multiple ways.
� Using data conditionally.

Given the database schema in Fig. 1, the following SQL
query shows the implementation of this feature

Select distinct perm.id, perm.name from permission perm

Join object obj on (perm.object_id = obj.id)

Join operation oper on (oper.id = perm.operation_id)

Join crtpp on (perm.id = crtpp.permission_id)

Join conditional_role cr on (crtpp.conditional_role_id = cr.id)

Join system_attribute sattr on (sattr.system_attribute_id = cr.

system_attribute_id)

Join role_domain rd on (rd.id = cr.role_domain_id)

Join role role on (role.id = rd.role_id)

Join domain dom on (dom.id = rd.domain_id)

Join session sess on (sess.role_domain_id = rd.id)

Join purpose_instance pi on (pi.id = crtpp.purpose_instance_id)

Join purpose_type pt on (pt.id = pi.purpose_type_id)

Join purpose p on (p.id = pi.purpose_id)

Where (obj.id = object_id) and (oper.id = operation_id) and

(dom.id = domain_id) and (sattr.system_attribute_id =

sys_attribute_id) and (sess.user_id = user_id) and (pt.type_name

=purpose_type);

Where: object_id, purpose_id, operation_id, domain_id,
sys_attribute_id, user_id, purpose_type are given.

This query filters on the type_name attribute of the pur-

pose_type and on the given id attributes of the relations
(object, purpose, operation, domain, system_attribute, user)
and then projects on the id attribute of the permission relation

to retrieve the distinct permissions of the given user. It would
either return the permission of the user given these conditions
or return empty set which means that this user is not autho-

rized to do any operations on the data.

� The proposed model supports workflow and non-workflow

systems. Given the database schema in Fig. 1, SQL query
can be written similar to query given in conditional data
usage section. The query filters on the given id attributes
of the relations (object, task, operation, domain, system_at-

tribute, user, workflow, task) and then projects on the id
attribute of the permission relation to retrieve the distinct
permissions of the given user. It would either return the per-

mission of the user given these conditions or return empty
set which means that this user is not authorized to do any
operations on the data.

� The proposed model enables automated Permission assign-

ment and revoking. As described in Section 3.1, the pro-
posed model understands the notion of automated
permissions. The model will guarantee automated handling

for the permissions. The permissions will be turned on when
the task is activated and turned off when the task is done.

� The proposed model supports domain inheritance not role

hierarchy inheritance. Given the database schema in
Fig. 1, SQL query can be written similar to query given in
conditional data usage section. The query filters given

domain attribute of the role and on the given id attributes
of the relations (object, operation, domain, system_at-
tribute, user) and then projects on the id attribute of the
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permission relation to retrieve the distinct permissions of

the given user. It would either return the permission of
the user given these conditions or return empty set which
means that this user is not authorized to do any operations

on the data.
� The proposed model uses Static and dynamic authorization.
Given the database schema in Fig. 1, SQL query can be
written similar to query given in conditional data usage sec-

tion. The query filters given the authorization policy and on
the given id attributes of the relations (object, operation,
domain, system_attribute, user, authorization_policy) and

then projects on the id attribute of the permission relation
to retrieve the distinct permissions of the given user. It
would either return the permission of the user given these

conditions or return empty set which means that this user
is not authorized to do any operations on the data.

� The proposed model supports non-centralized management.

As illustrated in Section 3.1, the proposed model allows

the permissions to be shared across multiple managers. It
is not necessary that the database administrator is the only
one authorized to grant/revoke permissions.

� The proposed model supports protection against database

administrator. The proposed model follows the techniques
used in oracle vault [9] to prevent database administrator

from accessing sensitive data. Inspired by the oracle vault
technique, the proposed model adds ‘‘admin” domain to
the ‘‘domains” table given in the database schema in

Fig. 1. A new role called ‘‘admin” role is created and asso-
ciated to this newly created domain. This role will be
assigned to administrative permissions only. Not all permis-
sions will be assigned to this role. Only permissions needed

for the admin to accomplish his tasks will be assigned to
this domain. In the proposed model, we will add new
domain for administrator and a new role to the ‘‘roles”

table. A mapping between the new domain in ‘‘domains”
table and new role in ‘‘roles” table is saved in ‘‘do-
main_roles” table.

� The proposed model supports protection when data are pub-

lished. Integrating the proposed model with k-anonymity
[22] enables the data to be published safely. The proposed
model achieves this by adding a new entity called ‘‘pub

lished_tables” to the proposed model in Fig. 1. This indi-
cates which table(s)/entity(ies) are going to be published
and specifies which attributes are used to form Quasi-

identifiers [19]. Mondrian algorithm [23] is used to achieve
k-anonymity in this case.
Figure 2 Course r
4. Example

In this section, an example is presented toward the attempt of
covering most of introduced concepts. A college system, illus-

trated in Figs. 2 and 3, will be implemented using the proposed
model. The system will be divided into registration process and
management process.

The registration process contains the following four tasks

� Task1.1: College staff provides course registration forms for
students who only had met the prerequisites for the course.

� Task1.2: After the end of the course registration period, if
the number of the registered students did not meet the min-
imum number required to open the course, then the staff

has to make an announcement to drop the course. Other-
wise; college staff sends a request to the Professor to con-
firm the completion of the course registration process.

� Task1.3: Professor confirms that the registration process is
complete.

� Task1.4: College staff assigns a classroom for the course.

The management process contains the following tasks

� Task2.1: The database administrator adds/removes profes-

sors and college staff.
� Task2.2: Staff Manager modifies the salary for professors
and for staff members. Database administrator does not

have the authority to do such modifications.

The college system ERD is illustrated in Fig. 3. A student

may register to multiple courses. A professor may teach multi-
ple courses, and several professors may teach the same course.
A college staff assigns a classroom for each course.

According to the proposed model, roles will be organized in
domains. Each role will only inherit permissions form the
domains it assigned to. Applying the pervious aspect leads us
to the college roles hierarchy and domains (group of roles)

hierarchy in Table 2. Domain names get the prefix ‘‘d”,
whereas role names get the suffix ‘‘r”.

The responsibility of the different roles is described as:

� rStaffA: Responsible for (1) providing course registration
forms for students, (2) sending requests to professors to

confirm the completion of the registration process, or (3)
sending a request to the Staff Manager to make an
egistration flow.



Figure 3 College system ERD.

Table 2 College domain hierarchy.

Domain Assigned roles

dStaff rStaffManager, rStaffA, rStaffB

dTeach rProfessor

dCourse rStaffA, rProfessor

dAdmin rDatabaseAdmin

dFinancial rStaffManager

Table 3 Domains and permissions assignment.

Domain Permission assignment (database tables)

dStaff Course, Classroom, conditional purpose on EnrollsIn

dTeach Student, Course, Professor, Teaches

dCourse Student, Course, EnrollsIn

dAdmin conditional purpose on College_staff, conditional

purpose on Professor

dFinancial conditional purpose on College_staff, conditional

purpose on Professor
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announcement to cancel the course if the number of regis-
tered students is less than the minimum required to open
the course.

� rStaffB: Responsible for classroom assignments.

� rStaffManager: Responsible for making an announcement
to cancel the course because the number of registered stu-
dent did not meet the minimum number required to open

the course. He is also responsible for modifying the salary
of the professor and staff members.

� rProfessor:Manages teaching, writing tests and other teach-

ing assignments.
� rDatabaseAdmin: Adds and/or deletes college staff members
and professors.

The permissions given to each domain are shown in Table 3.
As a result of the domain and roles hierarchy, each role will be
assigned to some domains and will gain only needed permis-

sions as shown in Table 4.
According to the registration process requirements and the

proposed model, Task1.4 (Classroom assignment) will not be

active until Task1.3 (Professor confirms the registration pro-
cess) is terminated; applying the dynamic permission assign-
ment concept. Moreover, in the traditional RBAC model,

the higher role inherits total permissions from the lower role.
But in the proposed model, roles only inherit the domain per-
missions it assigned to. Applying role inheritance scope,
rStaffManager role is assigned to domain dStaff and dFinan-
cial so it will only inherit dStaff and dFinancial permissions.

Similarly, in the traditional RBAC [12]; rStaffManager will
inherit all its descendant permissions, and accordingly
rStaffManager will inherit dTeach permissions and dStaff per-

missions, which may lead to information misuse. In traditional
RBAC, roles are organized in a form of tree (Role hierarchy).
rStaffManager role is senior to rStaffA and rStaffB roles. This
means that rStaffManager role inherits permissions of both

rStaffA and rStaffB roles’ permissions. Accordingly
rStaffManager will gain access to tables that it is not supposed
to have such as Teaches, professor, Student and full access to

EnrollsIn. This may lead to information misuse.
In Task1.4 (Classroom assignment), rStaffB has a condi-

tional access purpose on that task, which is to get the count

of the registered students to locate a suitable classroom,
rStaffB role does not need a full access on the student database
table, all it need is the count of the students. For example, If

rStaffB wants to modify EnrollsIn table, then he will specify
access purpose of modification. As shown in Fig. 1 (Proposed
Access Control Model ERD), authorization access entity will
be passed this access purpose along with this role. According



Table 4 Roles and permissions assignment.

Role Assigned

domain

Permission assignment (database

tables)

rStaffA dStaff,

dTeach

Course, Classroom, Student,

Professor, Teaches, EnrollsIn,

conditional purpose on EnrollsIn

rStaffB dStaff Course, Classroom, conditional

purpose on EnrollsIn

rStaffManager dStaff,

dFinancial

Course, Classroom, conditional

purpose on professor, conditional

purpose on college_staff,

conditional purpose on EnrollsIn

rProfessor dTeach,

dCourse

Course, Professor, Student,

EnrollsIn, Teaches

rDatabaseAdmin dAdmin conditional purpose on

college_staff, conditional purpose

on professor
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to the authorization policy [11], this type of purpose will be
rejected for this user as he does not have the sufficient privi-

leges to do so.
Staff Manager is the only one allowed to modify the salary

of the professor and college staff. As the database administra-

tor is assigned to the admin domain and this domain does not
have the permission of viewing the salaries, the admin will be
able neither to view nor modify the salary of the professor

or college staff. This way the model protects against database
administrator.

In Task 2.1, the database administrator needs to add or
remove professors and college staff. He should not be able

to access the sensitive data for professors or college staff such
as financial data. The admin is assigned to dAdmin domain
which gives him conditional purpose access on professors

and college_staff tables. This conditional access will allow
him either to add or remove records without being able to
expose their sensitive data.

For Task 2.2, the staff manager will have also conditional
purpose access for both professors and college_staff to modify
the salaries for them. Only staff manager will be able to access
this sensitive data and as shown even the database administra-

tor will not be able to expose this data.
Finally we need to make sure that the published data will

keep the protection specially we have here sensitive (financial

data) data for professors and college staff, ‘‘professor” and
‘‘college_staff” will be added along with the Quasi-identifiers
for each of them (for example: IDs and date of birth) in ‘‘pub

lished_tables” entity in the proposed model schema given in
Fig. 1. The sensitive attribute that we have to protect in these
tables is the ‘‘salary”. When the publish request is fired for the

professors and/or college staff data, the Mondrian algorithm
will be applied to satisfy k-anonymity. It will apply the Mon-
drian algorithm [21] to make sure that each released data
record will be indistinguishable from other k records, therefore

satisfying the k-anonymity model [22] and protecting the
released data from being re-identified.

4.1. Discussion

After the simulation of the implementation of the registration
process above on the proposed model, the following aspects

and features are discussed.
� The proposed model applies the dynamic permission assign-

ment concept; the permissions would be authorized to the
user when he needs them not too early or too late.

� Role inheritance scope is applied by the proposed model.

Roles will only inherit permissions needed to complete the
tasks, and will not inherit its descendants permissions as
applied in the RBAC model.

� The proposed model makes a full use of the data without

violating the privacy by applying the notion of the condi-
tional purposes. Conditional purposes provide extracting
more information from the data while at the same time

assuring privacy that maximizes the usability of consumers’
data.

� After each task completion, its permissions will be revoked

automatically, which provides more security to the system.
� The model protects against database administrator unau-
thorized access.

� When the data are published, the tables and corresponding

Quasi-identifier attributes loaded in ‘‘Published_tables”
table in the model ERD schema, Fig. 1, will be used along
with Mondrian algorithm to make sure that the released

data will satisfy the k-anonymity [21] properties.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we presented Role-Task Conditional Purpose
Policy based protection model for privacy preserving data pub-

lishing. As shown throughout the paper, this model will com-
bine advantages of workflow and on-workflow systems along
with characteristics of the conditional purposes, conditional

roles, tasks, and policies. The model will guarantee privacy
preserving data publishing meaning that it will meet: (1) pro-
tection against database administrator unauthorized access
to data, and (2) published data will be secured meaning that

each released data record will be indistinguishable from k
other records. The estimated cost for the needed queries will
be affordable and such queries can be cached so this model will

guarantee privacy preserving in relatively low cost.
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